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Abstract Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is the anxiety disorder with the highest
prevalence rate in mental health centers. Empirical researches concerning its diagnosis and
treatment have not yet explored the potential implications of deficits in emotional intelligence (EI) as a vulnerability factor in its development. The present study aimed to
investigate the relationship between EI and clinical symptoms in a group of psychiatric
patients with GAD compared to the control group. Seventy outpatients (82.9% female)
with a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of GAD and 70 control individuals (72.9% female) completed self-report instruments assessing EI and clinical symptoms in a cross-sectional
study. Significant correlations were observed between EI dimensions such as clarity
(r = .327) and repair (r = .405) and symptoms of anxiety. Also, the dimensions of
attention and repair allowed a clear discrimination between clinical patients and control
group. The results of the present study showed that deficits in EI abilities were a vulnerability factor in the development of GAD.
Keywords Emotional intelligence  Generalized anxiety disorder  Clinical symptoms 
Trait meta-mood scale

Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) has one of the highest prevalence rates in mental
health centers and primary healthcare [1]. GAD is characterized by excessive worry about
a wide range of events and situations. In 90% of cases, GAD is accompanied by one or
more of the following: somatic symptoms, depression, somatization, bipolar disorder or
substance abuse [2]. These symptoms cause considerable deterioration in the social
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functioning [3] and quality of life of the patients [4]. Yet scarce research has focused on the
emotional and psychopathological mechanisms involved in GAD [5].
In recent years there has been growing interest in identifying the affective mechanisms
related to people’s mental health. In this context, Mayer and Salovey [6] propose a model
that defines emotional intelligence (EI) as a set of abilities to identify, understand, use and
regulate emotions to promote greater emotional and personal growth. Various studies
suggest that higher levels of EI are related to greater feelings of well-being, more positive
moods and higher levels of self-esteem, optimism and life satisfaction [7]. Similarly, other
studies have found that high scores in EI are associated to lower levels of depression and
stress [8, 9].
To consider EI a valid and useful construct, it is necessary not only to show its prediction of significant life outcomes but also its genuine value regarding other adjacent
concepts. Several authors have raised concerns about the divergent validity of the construct
of EI on other related but traditional concepts in the psychological and psychiatric field
[10]. In this sense, it is interesting to conceptually distinguish EI from other classic constructs that refer to dispositional optimism–pessimism, personality and cognitive abilities.
Dispositional optimism–pessimism is defined in terms of generalized expectancies
concerning important future positive (optimism) and negative outcomes (pessimism) [11],
that is, it refers to a global generalized belief that positive/negative outcomes would be
obtained. However, the TMMS evaluates ‘reasonable operationalization of aspects of
emotional intelligence’ (p. 147) [12]. This scale does not directly tap people’s emotional
abilities but rather people’s perceived beliefs about their emotional abilities. The intercorrelations between EI measured by TMMS and dispositional optimism–pessimism have
not been found strongly redundant, supporting the idea that both constructs might involve
relatively different emotional and cognitive processes [7]. In this line, while dispositional
optimism–pessimism would be related to more global generalized expectancies of desirable or undesirable events, EI assessed by TMMS is a more specific construct, referring
only to outcomes of understanding and mood regulation.
Another potential overlapping construct to emotional intelligence is personality.
Moderate associations have been found between EI measured by TMMS and personality,
especially with neuroticism and extraversion [13]. Nevertheless, this significant relation is
not so surprising as emotional responding is a core feature of many personality constructs.
In this line, neuroticism is primarily characterized by negative emotional experiences and a
main feature of extraversion involves positive affectivity [14]. On the other hand, EI
focuses specifically and solely on emotional aspects, while personality traits not only
include affective aspects but also ways of behaving and thinking [15]. In spite of their
obvious similarities, there are also important differences that suggest these constructs are
not entirely synonymous. In fact, empirical evidences suggest that EI predicts meaningful
outcomes above and beyond the contributions of personality factors [10, 13].
Finally, emotional intelligence and cognitive abilities share some similarities but also
significant differences. EI is defined as an ability that emphasizes individual differences in
the cognitive processing of affective information while cognitive abilities are best conceived as ability to process reasoning in different areas such as verbal, spatial or numeric,
among others. In fact, its relation is at best minimal to low-moderate in research comparing
TMMS and cognitive abilities [8].
To sum up, EI, dispositional optimism–pessimism, personality and cognitive abilities all
refer to positive and personal qualities with some theoretical connections between them.
However, although a partial overlap is observed between them, the construct of EI cannot
be reduced to any of these. Hence, different authors have concluded that EI evaluated by
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the TMMS is conceptually different and adds value over and above these classic constructs
[16].
The limited studies carried out in mental health show that patients have lower levels of
EI than non-clinical subjects [17, 18]. Hertel and colleagues [19] found that it is possible to
discriminate between the different clinical groups based on their levels of EI, specifically
emotional understanding. These results also showed significant differences in EI between
patients with different mental disorders. These findings suggest the existence of specific EI
profiles for different psychopathologies [20].
Although studies with non-clinical population samples indicate that anxiety and stress
are clearly related to low EI [7, 9], research examining EI to clinical symptoms in patients
with anxiety disorder have yet to be carried out. However, GAD is characterized by
important difficulties and deficits in emotional management [21]. Patients with GAD
experience emotions as threatening, and it is evident that experiential avoidance of the
symptoms of anxiety result in attempts to avoid emotions [22]. Findings suggest that
patients with GAD have difficulty in perceiving emotional experiences clearly and have
tendency to intensify the experience and expression of negative emotions [21], indicating
considerable problems with emotional regulation.
Taken into account the above considerations, the aim of the present study is to examine
the relationship between EI and clinical symptoms in a group of psychiatric patients
diagnosed with GAD.

Method
Participants
The sample comprised 140 participants; 70 patients (82.9% female) aged between 18 and
65 years of age (M = 41.37; SD = 10.67) met DSM-IV-TR criteria for GAD as the main
Axis I diagnosis; 70 individuals in the control group, mainly university students (72.9%
female) aged between 18 and 45 years of age (M = 23.14; SD = 5.97).
Materials
– Structured clinical interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorders (SCID-I) [23].
– Symptom Checklist 90 (SCL-90-R). This self-report instrument provides scores on nine
clinical subscales: Somatization (SOM), Obsessive–Compulsive (OC), Interpersonal
Sensitivity (IS), Depression (DEP), Anxiety (ANX), Hostility (HOS), Phobic Anxiety
(PHOB), Paranoid Ideation (PAR) and Psychoticism (PSY), and 3 clinical indexes:
Global Severity Index (GSI), Positive Symptom Total (PST) and Positive Symptom
Distress Index (PSDI). SCL-90-R has adequate internal consistency and validity.
Similarly, this instrument is considered a screening reliable measure for distinguishing
between clinical and non-clinical groups [24].
– Trait Meta-Mood Scale (TMMS-24). The TMMS was designed to assess how people
reflect upon their moods, and thus conceived as an index of perceived emotional
intelligence. The scale has three factors that provide three subscale scores: Attention to
Feelings (relating to monitoring of emotions); Clarity of Feelings (relating to the ability
to discriminate between emotions); and Mood Repair (relating to the ability to regulate
unpleasant moods or maintain pleasant moods). This instrument has demonstrated good
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psychometric properties, such as test–retest reliability, discriminant validity and
convergent validity [25].
Procedure
Patients were recruited through the public Center for Mental Health in Mataró (Barcelona,
Spain). The patients, who voluntarily accepted to take part in the research, received the
questionnaires during a clinical assessment interview. The control sample completed
questionnaire in group. At the beginning of the study a psychiatrist or psychologist used the
SCID to confirm the patient’s DSM-IV-TR diagnosis. Control subjects were chosen on the
basis that they did not met the clinical criteria in any of the SCL-90-R scales.

Results
Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) are presented in Table 1. T-test showed that
clinical group scores were significantly higher (p \ .001) than control group scores in all
the variables. With respect to EI dimensions, clinical group scored higher in attention
(t(.138) = -3.829; p \ .001) and lower in repair (t(.138) = 2,137; p \ .034), but no significant differences in clarity were found. It is also important to note that along clinical
group showed higher anxiety scores, as well as reported higher scores in depression,
obsessive–compulsive and somatization. For control group, there was no clinical significance in the SCL-90-R subscale scores.
As can be seen in Table 2, significant correlations between EI and clinical symptoms
were found. In clinical group, attention did not correlate with any clinical symptom.
However, in control group attention positively correlates with depression, psychoticism,
interpersonal sensitivity and with GSI and PST indexes.
However, in the clinical group, mood clarity correlated negatively with interpersonal
sensitivity, anxiety, hostility, depression, psychoticism and obsessive–compulsive, as well
as with GSI and PSDI indexes. Finally, the repair scores in individuals in the GAD group
negatively correlated with hostility, anxiety, interpersonal sensitivity, psychoticism,
depression and paranoid ideation and with GSI and PSDI indexes within the clinical group.
In the control group, repair only correlated with phobic anxiety.

Discussion
The present study examined the association between the clinical symptoms of patients with
GAD and the meta-knowledge they have about their own emotional states using a selfreport measure of EI. Results reveal that patients with GAD perceived themselves as
experiencing fewer EI than non-clinical individuals. They were more tend to pay more
attention to their emotions [21, 26]. As Borkovec and colleagues suggest, fear of experiencing emotions that they feel to be threatening might lead patients to a higher hypervigilance of emotional states [27] in an attempt to understand their negative feelings.
However, they generally have limited ability to understand the causes and origins of their
own emotional states. The negative correlations between emotional clarity and clinical
symptoms suggest that an adequate level of emotional understanding is necessary for
healthy mental functioning [9, 22]. Although individuals in the GAD group reported lower
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Table 1 Means and standard deviations for clinical and control groups
Scales

Group

?

M

SD

p

SCL-90
GSI
PST
PSDI
SOM
OC
IS
DEP
ANX
HOS
PHOB
PAR
PSY

Clinical

–

1.61

.78

Control

–

.41

.23

Clinical

–

55.43

24.09

Control

–

27.83

14.98

Clinical

–

2.30

.57

Control

–

1.29

.29

Clinical

.90

1.81

1.06

Control

.80

.43

.33

Clinical

.88

1.96

.94

Control

.78

.62

.42

Clinical

.87

1.42

.95

Control

.82

.50

.37

Clinical

.92

2.06

.99

Control

.87

.44

.29

Clinical

.90

1.83

.99

Control

.82

.34

.26

Clinical

.83

1.18

.96

Control

.82

.25

.26

Clinical

.85

1.18

.92

Control

.66

.17

.26

Clinical

.81

1.39

.92

Control

.69

.40

.36

Clinical

.85

.93

.77

Control

.75

.24

.22

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

TMMS-24
Attention
Clarity
Repair

Clinical

.82

27.01

6.24

Control

.89

23.24

5.38

Clinical

.83

23.89

6.20

Control

.88

25.24

5.60

Clinical

.80

22.64

6.02

Control

.85

24.80

5.91

.000**
.177
.034*

** p \ .01; * p \ .05

levels of mood clarity than the control group, levels of statistical significance were not
reached.
Patients with GAD also show more difficulties in effectively repairing their negative
moods. This result coincides with others EI studies in the field of psychopathology [17–19]
and with previous empirical research that suggests that individuals with GAD show more
heightened intensity of emotions, expressing negative, but not positive, moods more often,
report more frequently negative reaction to self-emotions, and more difficulty in managing
them [21].
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Table 2 Correlations between EI and SCL-90-R scales
Attention
Clinic
SOM
OC

Clarity
Control

Clinic

-.086

.142

-.178

.021

.105

-.288*

Repair
Control

Clinic

Control

.074

-.135

.032

-.018

-.182

.014

IS

.152

.372**

-.347**

.066

-.387**

-.028

DEP

.044

.444**

-.289*

.090

-.339**

-.104

ANX

.116

.195

-.327**

.022

-.405**

.041

HOS

.149

.179

-.300*

.010

-.410**

-.057

PHOB

.109

.186

-.105

.145

PAR

.241

.132

-.150

-.103
-.052

-.345**

-.108

.045

-.356**

-.028

-.160

-.048

PSY

.118

.391**

-.297*

GSI

.090

.311**

-.321**

PST

.149

.279*

-.084

PSDI

.024

.165

-.262*

-.017
.144

-.204
-.263*

-.328**

.305*
-.022

.050

** p \ .01; * p \ .05

Despite our preliminary evidence on the predictive value of the deficits in EI in relation
to GAD, certain limitations need to be addressed in further research. For example, bearing
in mind that EI increases with age [6], future research should include groups which are
comparatively homogenous in age. Another limitation related to the sample is the possible
difference in intelligence between experimental and control groups. Since the control
group consists of university students, there may be differences in intelligence between the
two groups that should be controlled for further studies. However, the findings seem to
show that correlations between EI evaluated by the TMMS and cognitive abilities are low
to minimal [8] while the stronger link between cognitive ability and emotional intelligence
is found when using EI performance measures [28]. Besides, even though several studies
confirm the validity of self-report format for the study of EI [9, 21], future studies should
also include other instruments such as EI performance tests. Despite these limitations, our
results provide preliminary evidence suggesting that deficit of the ability to attend to,
discriminate among, and manage emotions might represent a vulnerability factor in the
development of GAD, in accordance with other studies [22].
One of the main advantages of the Salovey and Mayer EI model is that the authors
proposed that EI abilities can be learned and developed [6]. Considering EI into our
understanding of anxiety disorders has possible implications for prevention and treatment
in clinical populations. Our beliefs about mood and emotions may affect the degree to
which anxious individuals engage in processing and integrating the cognitive and emotional aspects of the experience [29]. Since the appropriate processing and integration of
threatening emotions is necessary to avoid the development of emotional reactions and
ruminative thoughts [12], taking into account the degree to which attitudes about mood and
cognitive responses to emotion facilitate or impede emotional processing may be important
in predicting risk of emotional disorders [30]. Intervening at the therapeutic level of beliefs
about, and responses to, intense threatening emotions might be an important part of
therapeutic efforts aimed at preventing the appearance of these maladaptive emotional
reactions characteristic of patients with GAD. In this sense, recent studies have led preliminary support about EI training programs being effective at increasing emotional
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abilities in non-clinical population. [31]. More interestingly, Eack and colleagues [32] have
found evidences that Cognitive Enhancement Therapy increases levels of EI in patients
with schizophrenia. Finally, a pilot study suggests that an EI training program focused on
developing abilities to perceive, use, understand and manage emotional information not
only improved EI ability and emotional self-efficacy but also was found to significantly
reduce anxiety symptoms in patients with GAD [33].
The findings of our research could make a contribution towards the understanding of a
disorder which characteristically presents high levels of resistance to existing treatments
[34] and suggest new lines of intervention utilizing a functional emotions perspective
focused on developing the abilities of understanding and emotional regulation.
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